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Measurement is no longer a myth but a reality in modern software systems.

How to build a measurement system for a particular task?

How to achieve better software quality using software metrics?

How to improve development process using software metrics?

How to predict budget and resources in early stages of development using software metrics?

These are only a few questions that can be answered by Software Reliability Engineering.

**Software Measurement & Metrics**

**Course Description:**
This course is a step by step introduction to the software metrics. It includes foundations of measurement theory, models of software engineering measurement, software products metrics, software process metrics and measuring management. The course is composed of the following basic modules:

Measurement theory (basics of measurement theory, goal-based framework for software measurement, GQM analysis)

Software product and process measurements (measuring internal product attributes: size and structure, measuring external product attributes: quality, measuring cost and effort, measuring software reliability, software test metrics, object-oriented metrics)

Workshops for GQM analysis and measuring effort using COCOMOII tool are designed to reinforce the presented material.

**Course Objectives:**
After taking this course, the participants

- will have learned techniques to design a measurement system for a given business goal
- will know how to improve process and products during the various stages of the software development life cycle using software metrics

**Course Duration:**
2 days

**Course Pre-requisites:**
Principles of software engineering and introduction to project management.

**Course Audience:**
Senior and project managers; software developers; those who want to know how to use measurement to predict and improve software process and product.
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**How to measure and improve software development process and product?**

**How software metrics can influence decisions at various phases of the software life cycle?**